Comparative cytotoxicities of a series of ellipticine and olivacine derivatives on multidrug resistant cells of human and murine origins.
The MDR P-glycoprotein has been described as a major factor of multidrug resistance. This transmembrane glycoprotein acts like an energy dependent efflux pump which possesses a broad specificity. It seems to be acting as a pump requiring drug fixation prior to extrusion. With the aim of investigating which parameters influence the recognition of drugs by the MDR system, we have determined the toxicities of different drugs on human and murine sensitive and resistant cell lines. For this purpose we have isolated and characterized a human adriamycin-resistant cell line, CEM/Adr, which presents an MDR phenotype. The tested drugs were ellipticine and olivacine derivatives which differ through discrete lateral chain substitutions. The influence of lateral chain lipophilicity and nitrogen quaternarization on drug recognition was studied. Small modifications in the chemical structure of the drugs have induced large changes in their toxicities and in the cross-resistance levels of the MDR cells to the tested compounds. The cross-resistances of the murine and human cells to the various compounds were strikingly different. The validity of murine screening models in the selection of anti-tumor drugs for human therapy must therefore be questioned.